
 

Application Story 

 CrimeBuster! 
When the Greenville Alabama Police Department, needed technical assistance in the field of 
wireless products and services, they knew who to call – Burch Falkner of Falcon Direct (now 
Falcon Community Services). 

The Greenville Police Department had a problem with burglaries, in particular with the 
concession stand at the ballpark and at the schools.  These locations in particular were repeatedly burglarized.  
As in anyone in law enforcement knows, burglary stakeouts are expensive, hard on the officers, and generally 
inefficient.  

The City of Greenville long ago had purchased a VARDA system that could electronically detect the presence 
of an intruder, and then dial the number at dispatch for response.  The problems with the VARDA system were 
numerous.  Frequent repairs were expensive.  Setup was time consuming and complicated.  By the time the 
calls were processed through dispatch, the intruder had generally done their work and departed without 
interruption.  Clearly, there had to be a better solution.  

Captain Danny Campbell, now retired, remembered that Falcon  had developed a wireless calling system for 
courtroom security that could send a message directly over the law enforcement radio channel.  He asked if 
the device, known as a Companion, could be modified for connection to a motion detector and used for 
surveillance purposes. 

Within a few weeks, two of the new units, known as The Companion-MD were delivered to the Greenville 
Police Department.  

The new Companion-MD incorporated a highly efficient heat sensing motion detector, similar to those used by 
the military.  An adjustable viewing area allows the officer to concentrate on an entry point, a specific area such 
as a cash register or safe, or both.  The motion detector, technically known as a PIR (Passive Infra-Red) 
device, is connected directly to a radio transmitter tuned for operation on the Greenville Police Department 
radio frequency.  The newest version, known as the CrimeBuster sends a voice message to all on-duty 
personnel announcing the location. Standard 10-Codes are used to avoid reception by scanners and optionally 
to PC’s, Smart phones, and Tablets via the Internet. 

If the power goes off, the CrimeBuster will send a message, both when power is disrupted and when restored.  
An internal battery assures operation even when there is no AC power.  Max Bartlett (formerly a Captain with 
the Cullman Alabama Police Department, and more recently Chief Deputy of the Cullman County Sheriffs 
Department) added a new twist by adding wireless door sensors to monitor beverage vending machines (See 
info4u.us/ColdCase.pdf.   Through Captain/Chief Bartlett's efforts, we have been able to upgrade the original 
system to include two wireless motion detectors and two wireless door switches for just $1,995.  Two models 
are available for VHF or UHF operation at the same low price - just $1,995 complete!  All you need is a radio to 
receive the call!  The Wi-Fi  Internet text/email model is the same price or get both radio and Internet capability 
for $2,495. Click here for more information or call Burch Falkner at 205.854.2611.  

http://info4u.us/ColdCase.pdf
http://falconinfo.blogspot.com/2013/03/falcon-wireless-announces-crimebuster.html

